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Abstract: Plasma collected from people recovered from COVID-19 (COVID-19 convalescent plasma,
CCP) was the first antibody-based therapy employed to fight the pandemic. CCP was, however, often
employed in combination with other drugs, such as the antiviral remdesivir and glucocorticoids.
The possible effect of such interaction has never been investigated systematically. To assess the
safety and efficacy of CCP combined with other agents for treatment of patients hospitalized for
COVID-19, a systematic literature search using appropriate Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms
was performed through PubMed, EMBASE, Cochrane central, medRxiv and bioRxiv. The main
outcomes considered were mortality and safety of CCP combined with other treatments versus CCP
alone. This review was carried out in accordance with Cochrane methodology including risk of bias
assessment and grading of the quality of evidence. Measure of treatment effect was the risk ratio (RR)
together with 95% confidence intervals (CIs). A total of 11 studies (8 randomized controlled trials
[RCTs] and 3 observational) were included in the systematic review, 4 studies with CCP combined
with remdesivir and 6 studies with CCP combined with corticosteroids, all involving hospitalized
patients. One RCT reported information on both remdesivir and steroids use with CCP. The use of
CCP combined with remdesivir was associated with a significantly reduced risk of death (RR 0.74;
95% CI 0.56–0.97; p = 0.03; moderate certainty of evidence), while the use of steroids with CCP did
not modify the mortality risk (RR 0.72; 95% CI 0.34–1.51; p = 0.38; very low certainty of evidence). Not
enough safety data were retrieved form the systematic literature analysis. The current evidence from
the literature suggests a potential beneficial effect on mortality of combined CCP plus remdesivir
compared to CCP alone in hospitalized COVID-19 patients. No significant clinical interaction was
found between CCP and steroids.

Keywords: COVID-19; SARS-CoV-2; convalescent plasma; remdesivir; steroids; combined therapy

1. Introduction

During the four-year period December 2019–December 2023, the COVID-19 pandemic
caused more than 770 million cases and 7 million deaths worldwide, with an unprece-
dented global health impact and social crises [1]. Along with oxygen supplementation, the
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treatment of patients hospitalized for severe COVID-19 initially included the use of repur-
posed drugs with different mechanisms of action: corticosteroids and tocilizumab for their
anti-inflammatory properties, low-molecular-weight heparins for their anti-thrombotic
activity, and remdesivir and lopinavir/ritonavir for their antiviral effect [2]. Along with
these therapeutic agents, which represented the standard of care during the first months of
the pandemic, collection of plasma from individuals who had recovered from SARS-CoV-2
infection (COVID-19 convalescent plasma, CCP) was rapidly deployed around the globe to
treat patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection at different stages of disease severity, considering
the positive clinical experience in previous viral outbreaks [3]. CCP has been the most
intensively studied treatment against COVID-19, and nearly 50 randomized controlled
trials (RCTs) have provided evidence to assess its correct place in the anti-COVID-19 ther-
apeutic armamentarium. These studies indicate that CCP has a beneficial clinical effect
when administered at high titer (>160) of neutralizing antibodies (nAbs) early (<72 h from
symptom onset) in the course of the disease. For immunocompromised patients who are
not able to mount a sufficient antibody response after SARS-CoV-2 infection or vaccination
in either outpatient or hospital settings, there is evidence that it is also effective at later
stages of infection [4–7]. However, these RCTs rarely used CCP as the sole treatment for
COVID-19, but frequently (with rates ranging from 20 to 90 percent) combined CCP with
other drugs as part of standard therapy, particularly corticosteroids and remdesivir. In this
regard, only a few trials specifically analyzed the possible synergistic or detrimental effects
on CCP of such combined agents: a recent systematic review, after a pooled analysis of four
studies, found that remdesivir combined with CCP did not have a significantly different
effect on mortality compared to remdesivir alone [8]. Therefore, to elucidate this still poorly
understood issue, we have conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis analyzing all
the published studies on the safety and efficacy of the association between CCP and other
anti-SARS-CoV-2 treatments.

2. Material and Methods

The aim of this systematic review was to screen all the studies evaluating the clinical
effects and adverse reactions to CCP when it was combined with other antiviral agents for
the treatment of COVID-19. To perform this type of analysis, patients were classified into
two groups: one receiving CCP along with other drugs and another that only received CCP.
This systematic review and meta-analysis were developed using the Preferred Reporting
Instructions for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis (PRISMA) 2020 guidelines [9], and
the protocol was pre-registered on PROSPERO (registration number: CRD42023492065).

2.1. Literature Search

A literature search of PubMed (through Medline), EMBASE, Cochrane Central, medRxiv
and bioRxiv databases was carried out between January 2020 and December 2023, us-
ing the English language as a restriction. The Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) and
search query used were: “(“COVID-19” OR “SARS-CoV-2” OR “coronavirus disease 2019”)
AND (“COVID-19 convalescent plasma” OR “hyperimmune plasma” OR “combined ther-
apy” OR “combination” OR “association” OR “lopinavir/ritonavir” OR “remdesivir” OR
“steroids” OR “glucocorticoids” OR “hydroxychloroquine” OR “tocilizumab”) AND (“ef-
ficacy” OR “mortality” OR “death” OR “safety” OR “adverse reactions” OR “infusion
related” OR “allergic reactions”). We also screened the reference list of all retrieved studies
and of review articles for additional studies not captured in our initial literature search.
Finally, a PRISMA flowchart of the literature reviewing process was produced (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram of literature studies selection.

2.2. Types of Studies, Participants, Interventions and Outcome Measures Included

Only RCTs and observational (prospective and retrospective) studies assessing the
safety and efficacy of CCP associated with other treatments were included in this sys-
tematic review. We excluded case reports, case series, review articles, meta-analyses and
original research articles reporting only aggregate data. We included individuals with
a confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19, with no gender, age or ethnicity restrictions. We
included studies that enrolled hospitalized or ambulatory patients with any COVID-19 dis-
ease severity. We defined CCP in combination with other drugs as the intervention and CCP
alone as the control. Studies evaluating CCP combined with other passive immunothera-
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pies (i.e., anti-Spike monoclonal antibodies and hyperimmune immunoglobulins against
COVID-19) were not included in this systematic review. Each drug associated with CCP
was analyzed independently from the others. Mortality was set as the primary outcome
measure for this analysis, and only studies providing information on survival in both
intervention and control groups were included in this systematic review. Of them, those
studies reporting absolute mortality data were also included in the quantitative meta-
analysis. Adverse events were graded according to the Common Terminology Criteria for
Adverse Events, version 6.0 (available at Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events
(CTCAE)|Protocol Development|CTEP (cancer.gov) last access: 10 December 2023).

The following parameters were extracted from each study: study design and, for each
arm, patients enrolled, outcome and safety data. Articles underwent a blind evaluation
for inclusion by two assessors (M.F. and D.F.), and disagreements were resolved by a
third senior assessor (M.C.).

2.3. Quality Assessment

We have considered both RCTs and controlled non-RCTs. Within-trial risk of bias is
assessed using the Cochrane ROB tool for RCTs and the ROBINS-I tool for non-RCTs. The
Cochrane “risk of bias” tool for RCTs addresses six specific domains: sequence generation,
allocation concealment, blinding, incomplete data, selective outcome reporting and other is-
sues relating to bias [10]. The methodological quality of observational studies was assessed
with the ROBINS-1 tool [11]. This tool includes 7 specific bias domains: (1) confounding;
(2) selection of participants; (3) classification of intervention; (4) deviation from interven-
tions (biases that arise when there are systematic differences between the care provided
to experimental intervention and comparator groups, beyond the assigned interventions);
(5) missing outcome; (6) measurement of outcomes (blinding of outcome assessors aims to
prevent systematic differences in measurements between intervention groups, but it is less
common in non-RCTs than in RCTs; (7) selection of reported result overall.

We used the principles of the GRADE (The Grading of Recommendations Assess-
ment, Development and Evaluation) system to assess the quality of the body of evidence
associated with outcomes and constructed a “Summary of findings table” presenting key
information concerning the certainty of the evidence, the magnitude of the effects of the
interventions examined and the sum of available data for the main outcomes [12,13]. The
certainty of a body of evidence involves consideration of within-trial risk of bias (method-
ological quality), directness of evidence, heterogeneity and precision of effect estimates.
Due to the low number of available studies, publication bias was not assessed.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

Descriptive statistics included reporting of continuous variables as mean (SD) or
median (range) as appropriate according to distribution, while categorical variables were
reported as numbers and percentages. For each trial, we compared the observed number
of deaths at 30 days (or the closest available time point) of patients allocated to the CCP
combined therapy group or to the CCP-alone group. The treatment effect was measured
as risk ratio (RR) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). The study weight was calculated
using the Mantel–Haenszel method. Clinical heterogeneity was quantified using the
inconsistency index (I2), which explores the percentage of total variation across studies
that is due to heterogeneity rather than to chance, and p-values from the chi-square test for
homogeneity. If significant heterogeneity was detected, a random effect method of study
weight calculation was performed.

3. Results
3.1. Study Flow Diagram

A total of 1404 studies were initially identified after electronic database and man-
ual search. After the removal of 606 duplicates, we screened the titles and abstracts of
460 studies. The screening of the full text of such articles led to the exclusion of a further
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395 studies, resulting in 65 articles assessed for eligibility. Finally, 11 studies [14–24], in-
cluding 8 RCTs and 3 observational studies, were included in the systematic review and
5 of them (3 observational and 2 RCTs) in the meta-analysis. The process of study selection
is represented in the PRISMA flow diagram (Figure 1).

3.2. Study Characteristics

All studies involved hospitalized COVID-19 patients. Among the various repurposed
drugs identified in the systematic search, only remdesivir and steroids were combined
with CCP at baseline, and outcomes were reported separately. One RCT (CONTAIN
COVID-19) [18] analyzed CCP in association with steroids or remdesivir and thus was
analyzed in both CCP + remdesivir and CCP + steroids groups. The main characteristics of
studies included in the systematic review are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Main characteristics of the studies included in the systematic review.

Author, State, Year
[Ref.] Study Design Patients Enrolled (n) Outcome (Death) Safety

CCP plus remdesivir

Moniuszko-
Malinowska, Poland,

2020 [14]
Prospective

78 patients hospitalized for COVID-19
- CCP + remdesivir: 25/78 (32.1%)

- CCP: 53/78 (67.9%)

30-day mortality:
- CCP + remdesivir: 4/25 (16.0%)

- CCP: 6/53 (11.3%)
No difference was observed in the duration of

hospitalization, the necessity of mechanical
ventilation, or the duration of oxygen therapy

between the two groups.

No side effects were recorded.

Koirala, Nepal, 2021
[15] Prospective

1083 patients hospitalized for moderate,
severe, or life-threatening COVID-19
- CCP + remdesivir: 114/173 (65.9%)

- CCP: 59/173 (34.1%)

Mortality:
- CCP + remdesivir: 52/114 (45.6%)

- CCP: 36/59 (61.0%)

Adverse events to remdesivir and
CCP were reported in 4.5%

(increased liver enzymes and
serum creatinine levels) and 4.6%

(fever, rash) of patients,
respectively.

Arquiette, USA, 2021
[16] Retrospective

213 patients hospitalized for COVID-19
- CCP + remdesivir: 42/95 (44.2%)

- CCP: 53/95 (55.8%)

Mortality:
- CCP + remdesivir: 6/42 (14.3%)

- CCP: 15/53 (28.3%)
Patients with CCP monotherapy had decreased

ventilation days and duration of
hospitalization compared to those treated with

combination therapy.

Six adverse (4 increased liver
enzymes and 2 serum creatinine
levels) reactions were recorded

with remdesivir, 2 adverse
reactions after CCP infusion.

TSUNAMI, Italy, 2021
[17] RCT

487 patients hospitalized with COVID-19
pneumonia.

- CCP + remdesivir: 157/232 (67.7%)
- CCP: 74/232 (31.9%)

Composite of worsening respiratory failure
(PaO2/FiO2 ratio < 150 mmHg) or death

within 30 days from randomization
(primary endpoint):

- CCP + remdesivir: 42/157 (26.8%)
- CCP: 17/74 (23.0%)

NA

CONTAIN COVID-19,
USA, 2021 [18] RCT

941 patients hospitalized with COVID-19
- CCP + remdesivir: 273/468 (58.3%)

- CCP: 195/468 (41.7%)

The OR for mortality at day 28 for CCP alone
was lower than that for CCP + remdesivir (0.77;
95% CI 0.43–1.36 versus 1.0; 95% CI 0.52–1.96).

NA

CCP plus corticosteroids

CONTAIN COVID-19,
USA, 2021 [18] RCT

941 patients hospitalized with COVID-19
- CCP + steroids: 407/468 (87.0%)

- CCP: 61/468 (13.0%)

The OR for mortality at day 28 for CCP alone
was lower than that for CCP + steroids (0.77;

95% CI 0.43–1.36 versus 0.86; 95% CI 0.49–1.52).
NA

PlasmAr, Argentina,
2021 [19] RCT

333 patients hospitalized with COVID-19
- CCP + steroids: 209/228 (91.7%)

- CCP: 19/228 (8.3%)

No interaction between CCP and steroids
was found. NA

CONCOR-1, Canada,
2021 [20] RCT

940 patients hospitalized with COVID-19
- CCP + steroids: 496/614 (80.8%)

- CCP alone: 118/614 (19.2%)

Primary outcome (intubation or death by
30 days):

- CCP + steroids: 159/496 (32.1%)
- CCP alone: 40/118 (33.9%)

NA

Conplas-19, Spain,
2021
[21]

RCT
350 patients hospitalized with COVID-19

- CCP + steroids: 127/179 (70.9%)
- CCP alone: 52/179 (29.1%)

Outcome (primary and secondary) at 14 days:
- CCP + steroids: 18/127 (14.2%)

- CCP alone: 3/52 (5.8%)
Outcome (primary and secondary) at 28 days:

- CCP + steroids: 12/127 (9.5%)
- CCP alone: 3/52 (5.8%)

NA

PennCCP2, USA, 2021
[22] RCT

79 patients hospitalized with COVID-19
- CCP + steroids: 31/40 (77.5%)

- CCP alone: 9/40: 22.5%)

Mortality at 28 days:
- CCP + steroids: 2/31 (6.5%)

- CCP alone: 0/9
NA

RECOVERY, UK, 2021
[23] RCT

11,558 patients hospitalized with COVID-19
- CCP + steroids: 5370/5795 (92.7%)

- CCP alone: 391/5795 (6.7%)

Outcome (28-day invasive mechanical
ventilation or death)

- CCP + steroids: 1491/5100 (29.2%)
- CCP alone: 66/360 (18.3%)

NA

CORIPLASM, France,
2023 [24] RCT

120 patients hospitalized with COVID-19
- CCP + steroids: 30/60 (50.0%)

- CCP alone: 30/60 (50.0%)

Outcome (14-day mortality)
- CCP + steroids: 11/30 (36.7%)

- CCP alone: 8/30 (26.7%)
NA

Abbreviations: RCT, randomized controlled trial; CCP, COVID-19 convalescent plasma; NA, not available;
OR, odds ratio.
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3.3. Mortality Outcome

Among the 11 studies included in the systematic review, 5 studies (3 observational and
2 RCTs) evaluated CCP alone or combined with remdesivir (CCP + remdesivir group), and
6 RCTs (plus the CONTAIN COVID-19 RCT) assessed CCP alone or combined with steroids.

Considering the remdesivir group, two non-RCTs [15,16] reported a reduced mortality
rate in favor of the combined treatment arm, and two other studies (an observational trial [14]
and an RCT [18]) found a slight, non-significant, decreased mortality rate in the CCP-alone
arm. In the TSUNAMI RCT [17], the mortality rate was included in the composite primary
outcome, which was found similar between CCP-alone or combined groups.

Regarding the CCP + steroid group, five RCTs [18,21–24] observed a favorable out-
come (i.e., mortality or clinical status) in patients receiving only CCP versus combined
(CCP + steroids) therapy, while the others [19,20] found no interaction. Unfortunately, it
was not possible to retrieve patients’ demographic and clinical information as these types
of data were not available from subgroup analyses of single studies.

3.4. Safety

Three studies evaluating CCP with or without remdesivir performed a safety analysis.
While Moniuszko [14] reported no adverse effects, Koirala [15] and Arquiette [16] reported
an incidence of treatment-related adverse effects of 5% and 10%, respectively. No safety
data are available regarding studies on CCP with or without steroids.

3.5. Meta-Analysis

Only 5 trials (three in the CCP + remdesivir group and two in the CCP + steroids group)
analyzed separately the mortality rate in both treatment and control arms and permitted to
perform a pooled quantitative analysis [14–16,22,24]. Regarding the three studies [14–16]
evaluating CCP alone or combined with remdesivir, the forest plot of comparison showed
that the association CCP + remdesivir significantly reduced the mortality risk compared
to CCP alone (RR 0.74; 95% CI 0.56–0.97; I2 0%, p = 0.03) (Figure 2). Regarding the
two studies [22,24] included in the meta-analysis on CCP combined with steroids, no
significant differences were found between CCP + steroids recipients and CCP-alone
recipients (RR 0.72; 95% CI 0.34–1.51; I2 0%, p = 0.38) (Figure 3).
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3.6. Certainty of Evidence

The final certainty of the available evidence with GRADE assessment (Summary of
findings table [SOT], Table 2) showed a moderate certainty level within CCP + remdesivir
trials and very low certainty with CCP + steroids trials. The main reason for downgrading
studies with CCP + remdesivir was ROB in non-RCTs (mostly confounding bias). The
very low certainty with CCP + steroids trials is related to serious imprecision (low number
of participants and wide intervals of confidence around the effect) and indirectness (the
evidence is restricted to indirect comparisons between CCP and CCP + steroids recipi-
ents and is not related to the relevance of the included studies to the research question).
CCP + steroids trials were unblinded but were not downgraded for ROB because masking
probably has limited importance for the outcome’s mortality compared to other subjective
outcomes. Publication bias was not evaluated due to the low number of relevant trials.

Table 2. Summary of findings table.

Settings: Hospitalized Patients with COVID-19
Intervention: Convalescent Plasma (CCP)

Comparison: CCP + Remdesivir, CCP + Steroids

Outcome:
Mortality

Illustrative comparative risks * (95% CI)

Relative effect
(95% CI)

No. of
Participants(studies)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

CommentsAssumed risk Corresponding risk

Controls
(CCP + Other) Intervention (CCP)

CCP+ Remdesivir 342 per 1000 253 per 1000
(from 191 to 331)

RR 0.74 (95% CIs,
0.56 to 0.97)

346 patients from
3 non-RCTs

Moderate.
Downgraded twice
for nonserious ROB

CCP in combination
with remdesivir had a
lower mortality rate

compared to CCP alone.

CCP+ steroids 639 per 1000 460 per 1000
(from 217 to 964) RR 0.72 (0.34/1.51) 100 patients from

2 RCTs

Very low.
Downgraded for

serious imprecision
and indirectness

Rates of mortality were
not significantly different

in CCP recipients
compared to

CCP + steroids recipients.

* The basis for the assumed risk is the mean control group risk across studies. The corresponding risk (and its 95% confidence interval) is based on the assumed risk in the comparison
group and the relative effect of the intervention (and its 95% CI).

CI: Confidence interval; RR: risk ratio

GRADE Working Group grades of evidence
High quality: Further research is very unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate of effect.

Moderate quality: Further research is likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate.
Low quality: Further research is very likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate. Very low quality: We are very

uncertain about the estimate.

4. Discussion

CCP was the first antibody-based therapy used during the COVID-19 pandemic
outbreak. However, only rarely was it used as a single therapeutic agent. More frequently,
including in RCTs, it was used in combination with other small-molecule therapeutics.
However, only a few studies assessed the possible effect of this interaction and among the
various drugs combined with CCP as part of the standard antiviral therapy, only remdesivir
and steroids were analyzed in detail by a few studies whose results are reported in this
systematic review, the first performed so far on this issue.

For both small-molecule antivirals and corticosteroids, there is both theoretical and
experimental evidence that these could influence antibody action. Such combinations could
be additive or synergistic, since the mechanisms of action for small-molecule antiviral (inhi-
bition of replication) and antibody (virion neutralization) are independent and should not
interfere with each other. CCP could also add an anti-inflammatory effect via Fc functional
activity [25]. In this regard, additive or synergistic effects were observed for combination
therapy with acyclovir and a specific antibody to the Herpes simplex virus in experimental
animals [26,27]. For remdesivir, there is some evidence that combination with a specific
antibody was more effective against Sudan viral disease in non-human primates [28] and
SARS-CoV-2 in patients with COVID-19 [29,30]. In contrast, corticosteroids are known to
interfere with such Fc-mediated functions and antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity
(ADCC) [31] and phagocytosis [32], which have been shown to be important for CCP
efficacy [33]. In this regard, concern has been raised that the negative results with some
RCTs of CCP could have been a result of concomitant dexamethasone usage [34].
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Although the certainty of evidence was moderate (due to the risk of bias linked to non-
RCTs), the results of this meta-analysis suggest a potential clinical benefit of CCP combined
with remdesivir in patients hospitalized for COVID-19. This synergic effect is particularly
intriguing and interesting in light of the current pandemic situation, where omicron variants
are not dangerous for the general COVID-19-vaccinated population but are potentially life-
threatening for immunocompromised people. Besides oral small-molecule antivirals, such
patients often need antibody-based therapies (CCP is the only effective antibody-based
therapy currently available) to clear the virus because they are rarely able to mount an
efficient antibody response following SARS-CoV2 vaccination or infection. The results of
this meta-analysis are consistent with those from a number of case series and case reports
that reported the successful combined use of CCP and remdesivir [35–44], particularly in
B-cell-depleted onco-hematologic patients who could represent a peculiar subgroup of
COVID-19 patients who could take particular advantage from the association of antiviral
and antibody-based therapies.

The association of CCP with steroids against COVID-19 was also investigated. Unfor-
tunately, all but two of the seven RCTs selected in the systematic review included mortality
as part of a composite primary outcome evaluating also other parameters, and thus, the
performed aggregated analyses did not allow us to calculate mortality (our prespecified
outcome) separately in patients receiving CCP with and without steroids. Thus, the pooled
quantitative analysis included only two small RCTs with a very low grade of certainty (for
serious imprecision and indirectness) and no statistically significant difference between
treatment and control arms. Thus, while the association of remdesivir to CCP seems to
enhance its antiviral effect (a finding which is not surprising considering the different
antiviral mechanisms of action of small molecules and antibodies), no conclusions can
be drawn regarding the possible effects of the interaction between CCP and steroids. As
an exclusively speculative consideration, the observation from Table 1 that five out of seven
studies found the worst outcome in CCP + steroids compared to CCP alone might suggest a
potential detrimental consequence of such a combination that warrants further investigation.

Several study limitations, in addition to the risk of bias linked to the inclusion of
non-RCT data, exist, which can be grouped as either limitations in studies included in the
systematic review or limitations of the methodology of this systematic review. Among
the first, there was great heterogeneity in the determination of neutralizing antibody titers
across the included studies. Among the latter, the number of included studies was overall
limited, and we could not take into account detailed demographics of individual studies
(e.g., age or risk factors for COVID-19 progression).

5. Conclusions

While no definitive conclusions can be drawn regarding the safety of the combination
of CCP with remdesivir or steroids due to the paucity or lack of data from trials analyzed,
the suggestion of benefit for the combination of remdesivir and CCP is consistent with
literature reports that combinations of antivirals and antibodies can be more effective than
either agent. Further studies, randomizing COVID-19 patients to receive CCP combined or
not with other drugs, are therefore needed to better assess the clinical effect and the safety
of these combinations.
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